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No.13/07/2020-2021/PDNASS/139    Dated:  20.07.2021  

To 

All Officers of EPFO  

Head Office/Zonal Office’s/Regional Office’s 

Subject: Virtual Roundtable Discussion: Earned Wage Access- Bringing financial 
freedom to the core of employee wellness - reg. 

Madam/Sir, 

ETHRWorld has organized a virtual roundtable discussion in partnership with Refyne 

to explore a more proactive approach to employee wellbeing through Earned Wage Access 

(EWA). 

2. Never before have we seen a crisis of such massive stature unifying the world in 

grief and sparking many first-time behaviours and schemes in the workplace. One among 

them is renewed empathy for the workforce. Spotlighting the people agenda, organisations 

are restructuring legacy employee-wellness practices, making them more inclusive and 

global. As earnings carry immense weight in ascertaining the happiness index of employees, 

it is imperative for leaders to display empathy, support, and provide financial security to 

their workforce through innovative schemes such as Earned Wage Access (EWA). 

3. EWA is a tremendous double-benefit model, empowering employees to access their 

salaries on-demand any time before payday and yielding invaluable analytical insights for 

the employer. Consequently, fostering an engaged, motivated and retainable workforce who 

need not worry about routine or unexpected financial obligations. 

The details are as under: - 

12th August 2021 @ 4:30 PM - 5:30 PM (IST) 

Key discussion points: - 

 Impact of the pandemic on people agenda & employee wellbeing 
 Fostering psychological safety through financial empowerment 
 Innovation in the pay cycle: Flexible, equitable & global 
 Restructuring employee-centric culture for robust employer branding 

Who should attend: - 

 CHROs, HR Leaders, HRBPs & CEOs 

 CLOs & Head L&Ds 
 HR Directors, VPs & AVPs 
 AGM, People Managers & GM HRs 

http://www.natrss.gov.in/
mailto:natrss@epfindia.gov.in


 

Know Your Speakers:- 

 

Manoj Kumar 
Sharma 
Joint President & 
CHRO, Aarti Industries 

 

Natwar Kadel 
Head - Centre of 
Expertise - People 
Strategy, Hyundai 
Motor India Ltd 

 

URL:- https://hr.economictimes.indiatimes.com/webinars/earned-wage-access-

bringing-financial-freedom-to-the-core-of-employee-wellness/955 

Officers of EPFO are encouraged to register and take advantage of this virtual 
roundtable discussion at no cost. This webinar will discuss how EWA leads to greater 
psychological safety among the workforce, improves employee retention, and its direct 
impact on human capital management from hire to retire. Interested officers may register 
for this virtual roundtable discussion at the URL mentioned above. 

(This issues with the approval of Competent Authority) 

 
Yours faithfully, 

 
(Shyam V. Tonk) 

Regional P.F. Commissioner-I (Training) 
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